
THESIS DRAFT

There's got to come a point where you just submit your thesis and get on with your life. Here's how to avoid endless
thesis drafts.

Ask if your draft thesis addresses the assignment Question each part of your draft thesis Clarify vague phrases
and assertions Investigate alternatives to your draft thesis Consult the example below for suggestions on how
to refine your draft thesis statement. How to Write a Thesis Rough Draft By Fitzalan Gorman Writing a thesis
can feel like a daunting task, but with a little planning and a few tips, it can be relatively painless. Make sure
that you keep the rest of your paper in mind at all times. Final Draft By the time you finish writing your draft
thesis, you may decide that you need to go back and rewrite parts or conduct more research. Developing a
Thesis Statementâ€”Additional information Consider what your assignment asks you to do Your assignment
may suggest several ways of looking at a topic, or it may name a fairly general concept that you will explore
or analyze in your paper. This statement does not fulfill the assignment because it does not require the reader
to think critically about society. Depending on the length of the paper, there could be one paragraph for each
numbered item or there could be blocks of paragraph for even pages for each one. At some point, you can turn
a purpose statement into a thesis statement. This statement introduces a new idea, and it is the first statement
that is arguable to some extent. You will be more successful when your thesis and paper responds to the
assignment than if it argues a semi-related idea. Your overall thesis may need to evolve as you develop new
insights. Setting realistic goals that range in duration and difficulty allows you to have different pieces to
tackle based on your energy level and motivation. Identified topic The relationship between the portrayal of
warfare and the epic simile about Simoisius at 4. Writing a thesis can feel like a daunting task, but with a little
planning and a few tips, it can be relatively painless. The new information is that drive-in movies were
forerunners of later developments and that they had an impact on our culture. Or you may have to revise your
thesis to match the evidence and insights that you want to discuss. Not all papers require thesis statements!
Sample Assignment Choose an activity and define it as a symbol of American culture. These patterns or data
may then lead you to some conclusions about your topic and suggest that you can successfully argue for one
idea better than another. Consider what your assignment asks you to do Inform yourself about your topic
Focus on one aspect of your topic Ask yourself whether your topic is worthy of your efforts Generate a topic
from an assignment Below are some possible topics based on sample assignments. Read your draft carefully,
noting the conclusions you have drawn and the major ideas which support or prove those conclusions. As you
write each section, keep the rest of your paper in mind. Start by writing sections about which you feel the most
confident. If you end up covering too many different aspects of a topic, your paper will sprawl and be
unconvincing in its argument, and it most likely will not fulfull the assignment requirements. Makes an
argumentative assertion about a topic; it states the conclusions that you have reached about your topic. Try to
relate your thesis to the ideas your instructor is discussing. Derive a main point from topic Once you have a
topic, you will have to decide what the main point of your paper will be. Assignment: What do Aylmer and
Rappaccini have to be proud of? A thesis statement. Ask yourself whether your topic is worthy of your efforts
Before you go too far, however, ask yourself whether your topic is worthy of your efforts. Is generally located
near the end of the introduction; sometimes, in a long paper, the thesis will be expressed in several sentences
or in an entire paragraph. Purpose Statement: This paper briefly sketches the history of the grassroots,
conservative, Perot-led Reform Party and analyzes how it influenced the economic and social ideologies of the
two mainstream parties. Before turning in your draft, carefully edit and spell check your work. Ask The
phenomenon of drive-in facilities is an interesting symbol of american culture, and these facilities demonstrate
significant characteristics of our society. It tells the reader what you have learned about your topic and what
evidence led you to your conclusion. Purpose statement Begin with a purpose statement that you will later turn
into a thesis statement. Look for patterns in your evidence Compose a purpose statement Consult the examples
below for suggestions on how to look for patterns in your evidence and construct a purpose statement.
Obviously, the more material or knowledge you have, the more possibilities will be available for a strong
argument. Change your thesis as your paper evolves, because you do not want your thesis to promise more
than your paper actually delivers. Also remember that there is no need to write a section perfectly the first
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time. As you think and write about your topic, you can restrict, clarify, and refine your argument, crafting your
thesis statement to reflect your thinking. As you go through the process described in this section, always keep
your assignment in mind. This is an accordion element with a series of buttons that open and close related
content panels. Example 2 The relationship between the portrayal of warfare and the epic simile about
Simoisius at 4. Formula Use a formula to arrive at a working thesis statement you will revise this later.


